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Judicial Clerkships
A viable employment option
Professor Maggs clerked for Supreme Court Justices
Clarence
Thomas and Anthony M. Kennedy, as well as for
Staff Writer
Judge Joseph T. Sneed of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
As third-year law students scramble to find positions Ninth Circuit.
According to Clerkship Coordinator Lillian White,
at law firms, agencies, and corporations across the nation,
clerkships are invaluable to those seeking
GW Law's Judicial Clerkship Committee
legal careers. "Former clerks cherish their
wants to remind students of another employ
clerkship experience," said White. "They
ment option: judicial clerkships.
tell me that they have so much more confi
Although clerkships don't generally
dence in their ability, and they feel so much
pay as well as other employment options more prepared for legal practice, because
most clerkship salaries start in the $30,000
they have had the opportunity to partici
range - clerks are richly rewarded in the end.
pate in what goes on in the judge's cham
In addition to the benefit of working inti
bers as opposed to just appearing before the
mately with judges, many former clerks re
judge."
ceive signing bonuses and credit toward part
In addition to coordinating students'
nerships at private law firms.
letters of recommendation and helping
A judicial clerkship is a one- or twostudents to select judges, White maintains
year position in which an individual func
an updated file containing the names of
tions as a judge's assistant. This full-time Gregory E. Maggs clerked
judges who have hired GW students in
position typically revolves around research for Justices Thomas &
the past. She uses questions that judges
and writing - assisting the judge in research Kennedy of the United
ing a variety of topi cs, as wen as writing or States Supreme Court and
have actually asked applicants as she
editing the judge's opinions, speeches and Judge Sneed of the 9th
helps students prepare by conducting
letters. A clerk may have administrative du Circuit Court of Appeals.
mock interviews with them.
ties as well, such as docketing, maintaining
The timing for sending out clerk
files, and generating various reports.
ship applications varies, depending on the jurisdiction. For
The Chair of the Clerkship Committee, Professor federal positions, most day students begin to apply around
December of their second year of law school; they gener
ally apply for state positions during their third year.
Evening students apply for federal positions during their
"Clerks gain a special view of the
third year and state positions during their fourth year.
intimate workings of the court, and
Clerkship registration forms, along with the 19992000
Judicial
Clerkship Handbook, are available in White's
they work on far more cases as
office at Burns 303B. Applicants should return completed
clerks than they would as associates
forms to her office with a current resume and transcript
attached.
at law firms."
The application process consists of a brief cover let
-Professor Maggs
ter, resume and references, a transcript, a writing sample,
and three or four letters of recommendation. White sug
gests that applicants seek clerkships with no more than 70
Gregory Maggs considers the program to be a highly ben judges. She also advises students on the "do's and don'ts"
eficial endeavor for both GW students and the law school. of pursuing judicial clerkships, and according to her, the
"We are glad to see students get these jobs. most common mistake applicants make is seeking
Clerkships offer abreadth of legal experience," commented clerkships without being informed about the particular
Maggs. "Clerks gain a special view of the intimate work court.
ings of the court, and they work on far more cases as clerks
"Certain judges will expect you to have taken certhan they would as associates at law firms. Clerkships
See CLERKSHIPS page 8
also enhance the reputation of the law school."
BY LETA MCCOLLOUGH

Pictured above: on the left is Stuart Hall, current home
of the Elliot School of International Affairs.

Elliot School to
Move in 2002
BY DAVID SA LKELD

Special to Nota Bene
The Elliott School of International Affairs is tenta
tively scheduled to move into a new building on E Street
between 19th and 20th Streets in 2002, clearing the way
for the Law School to move into Stuart and Lisner Halls.
The main campus of The George Washington Uni
versity has been expanding in Foggy Bottom in recent
years,
including the building of the New Hall residence hall in
1997, and the purchase of the Howard Johnson Premier
hotel located across Virginia Avenue from the Watergate
in the summer of 1999 (which was converted into student
housing). The purchase of the land on E Street continues
this trend.
The increasing need for more classroom and office
space guided the decision to acquire the new property,
which was purchased in July 1999. Preliminary plans call
for the current building on the property to be torn down
and a new, larger structure to be built in its place.
Elliott School Associate Dean for Faculty and Re
search Ed McCord said, "Both the Law School and the
Elliott School had space problems, and needed more room
for faculty and staff offices and classrooms. Now, through
a happy set of circumstances, both schools will get that
extia space."
A need for classroom space originally led to a threeyear renovation of Stuart and Lisner Halls that allowed
the Elliott School to concentrate more administrative and
faculty offices in Stuart Hall. Prior to that renovation, many

One Clock, Two Clock, Round Clock, New Clock
BY CHERYL DEMMA

Editor-in-Chief
Law school administrators are at a
loss to explain the placement of duplicate
clocks mere feet away from preexisting
clocks in several of the law school's lecture
halls.
According to the Dean's office, clock
installers were told to put the clocks in the
back of the rooms. Obviously, they didn't
understand the administration's intent that
there be clocks in both the front and back
of the rooms.
The new clocks are a result of stu
dent and faculty requests. Current clock
placement does not assure that both students
and faculty can see the "official law school
time," as some classrooms have clocks in
the front, others in the back.
Students who requested the new

clocks were
classrooms
mainly con
are the only
cerned with not
ones that keep
getting to subse
official time.
quent classes on
They are all
time if profes Two clocks in the back for L201
controlled
sors did not disfrom one central location
miss them at ten minutes of the hour.
However, the new, ro und clocks are
"Many professors can not see the battery operated. It has yet to be established
clock if it is directly above their heads, so if they will be able to keep the same time as
they go by their watches to dismiss class. their square counterparts. At this point, all
But if their watch is slower than the wall clocks are set to the same time.
clock, and my next professor starts class ac
"[The clocks] are just one more ex
cording to the clock on the wall... You see ample of the self perpetuating paternalism
the problem. No time to get to the next of America's system of legal education. It
class," explains George Burkoski (3L, day). would figure that the administration finds
"It's just like last year when all the it necessary to cram linear, 'dead white
wall clocks were eight minutes fast," adds male' concepts like 'time' down the throats
another student. "Professors didn't know of the students of this school," an angry
when to dismiss class!"
Steven Kameny (2L, day) said.
The pre-existing square clocks in the

See ELLIOT page 8
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FIPv.
NAPIL
Now is the time to discuss the inequities between interviewing for large,
private law firms, and interviewing for public interest positions.
As the Fall Interview Program (FIP) draws to a close, many students can
reflect on their experiences—the thousands of dollars that the CDO spent on
new software to ease the bidding process, being able to upload resumes and
cover letters, having the CDO coordinate resume drops so that students do not
have to pay postage, or address envelopes, being able to schedule interviews
on-line, and attend most of them only blocks from the law school.
Just as FIP ends, the National Association of Public Interest Law
(NAPIL) will hold their career fair on October 29. Anyone who is interested in
public interest law can pick up a
photocopied list of participants at the
CDO. Handwritten on the second
page is the due date for resumes
(October 11, FYI). Of course, this
does not mean that resumes are due
to the CDO on that date. Instead,
students have to print them, address
the envelopes, and mail them them
selves. Employers contact students directly to set up interviews, which will
take place in downtown D.C. (Granted, a much more convenient location than
last year—University of Maryland at College Park).
Most second- and third-year students know about and participate in the
FIP. It's so easy to do. Just sign up in the spring, and the CDO sends you all
the information you need. However, only a fraction of students will get jobs
through this program—jobs which are the highest paying in the field.
Most second- and third-year students will not participate in NAPIL. It is
neither well advertised nor well organized by the CDO. There is mention of it
in Noteworthy, and the Public Interest Committee will hold an informational
meeting on applying for public interest grants in general. But where are "How
to Participate in NAPIL" programs, or "Interviewing Tips for NAPIL?"
During the first few weeks of school, CDO resource librarians did not even
know when the NAPIL information would arrive. Public interest jobs are the
lowest paying in the field.
A few generalizations can be drawn from the inequities of the two
programs. The law school has a high interest in catering to large law firms.
Students who get jobs there make lots of money. Some students may wish to
give that money back to the school-especially when they remember how much
the school helped them get their job in the first place. Even the Judicial
Clerkship Committee mails out all of the students application packets (most
students who g et clerkships are also headed for law firm practice).
Students who work in public interest average salaries o f $32,000 a year.
If you subtract out loan payments and cost of living, there is not much left to
send to GW Law. In fact, some of these students have the audacity to ask the
school to help them out (speaking of the law school's pathetic excuse of a loan
forgiveness program).
All this adds up to FIP participants getting all the perks, w hile NAPIL
participants are left largely on their own. Yet, as Angela Hsu mentions in this
issue, public interest work can of ten be more personally rewarding than
working in a law firm.
So, Nota Bene asks the CDO, "Why the inequities in the two interview
ing programs?"

HOUSE

EDITORIAL

Views expressed herein do not necessarily reflect the views of the George
Washington University Law School. House Editorials represent the views of a
majority of Nota Bene's Editorial Board. Any person objecting to views ex
pressed in House Editorials are invited to express their opinions in a letter to
the editor. Editorial Policies ofNota Bene are available for inspection by any
person during normal business hours.

WRITE A LETTER OR AN OPINION TO THE EDITOR
LETTERS FOR NEXT ISSUE DUE
/ o /l 4/99
PLEASE LEAVE SUBMISSIONS IN THE
RECORD'S OFFICE

End of Racism?
BY SETH E. WADLEY
On September 14, 1999, Dinesh
D'Souza came to our esteemed law school
to discuss"The End ofAffirmative Action"
I regret not being able to attend Mr.
D'Souza's lecture; having read some of his
works and seeing him speak on television,
I am sure that it wasvery enlightening; Mr.
D'Souza is a thought-provoking man and
embraces some very interesting theories.
(Did you hear the one about how racism
doesn't really exist? No, there are only ra
tional, utility-maximizing decisions. I am
sure that the family of James Byrd Jr. and
the other blacks in Jesper, Texas will be
relieved to hear that).
I certainly agree with the proposition
that affirmative action is a corrupt and in
effective system. However, my fear with Mr.
D'Souza is that he will, as he has done in
the past, offer a very unbalanced analysis
of this issue. Such imbalance spreads dan
gerous misinformation that inevitably leads
to scapegoating and only serves to weaken
the already fragile dialogue on this sensi
tive issue.
The reason that affirmative action has
not worked is because it never reached the
people whom it was intended to help. In
fact, middle class white women are thechief
beneficiaries of affirmative action. Twentyfive years of ignoring disadvantaged Blacks
and redirecting an estimated 80 percent of
affirmative action preferences to middle
class White women as well as middle-class
Blacks and Hispanics. But "set-aside" pro
grams have been extremely pervasive in our
country and touch a much larger segment
than just women and "minorities." The
Davis-Bacon Act of 1931 is the epitome of
entitlement socialism — it was created to
protect White Union workers from the
cheaper and equally (if not more) skilled
labor of Blacks. Before the passage of this
socialist Act, Blacks in the South outnum
bered Whites by a ratio of five to one in
skilled trades. Under the facade ofthe "pre-

vailing wage" requirement it effectively
eliminated free market capitalism as we
know it. In 1992, the unemployment rate
of Blacks in skilled trades was twice that of
their White counterparts - in large part
because smaller, non-White firms cannot
underbid larger firms. Liberal and conser
vative racists alike have fashioned affirma
tive action as a "Black" issue when history
and pure empirical evidence clearly prove
otherwise.
In order to promote a fairer system
that truly levels the playing field, it is nec
essary to offer assistance to those who truly
need it — the socially and economically dis
advantaged. Handing out entitlements to a
privileged class (regardless of race or gen
der) is not the answer and only exacerbates
the chasm between the "haves" and the
"have-nots". (If the inefficacy of affirma
tive action is questioned, consider that since
its inception the proportion of the poorest
Blacks have grown). Offering such oppor
tunities based solely on need ensures that
the truly disadvantaged are given an op
portunity to compete. In such a system,
Blacks will receive a disproportionate ben
efit because they are disproportionately in
the underclass; likewise, Whites would be
the greatest numerical beneficiaries. Re
gardless, true equity would reign and en
titlement programs would no longer be the
sole domain of the middle and upper class.
There are no quick fixes and no easy
solutions to this problem. But what is easy
is rabble-rousing and disseminating halftruths about something that is far deeper
than an "us versus them" issue. I was not
there to listen to Mr. D'Souza; I am hope
ful that this time he tried to show this issue
from its many complex facets and not
merely from the most convenient one. If,
in fact, he did not, I pray that my fellow
colleagues will use their legal minds to take
a deeper look and help lead the way to cre
ating a truly equal playing field.
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When is the Right Time?
BY HILARY MASTIO
So you're a female law student about to graduate, daycare fifty hours a week, the max my babysitter allowed.
you're in debt to the tune of $75,000 or more, and you Yet it still seemed to come up over and over that I couldn't
want to have a baby? Okay, maybe I'm rushing things a do some things because I had to leave everyday by 5:15,
little. Maybe some of your friends or your older sister just even though I had expressly inquired as to working hours
had one, and you're just starting to have those feelings and explained in my interview that I co uld not stay past
that someday, not necessarily right now, it m ight be nice that time.
to look down at a cute little baby and know that it's yours.
The guilt was terrible. The few times we got an
That it would be really cool to know what a baby's kick felt evening babysitter to go out, I could barely enjoy it. The
like from inside you, or see what the blend of you & your worst part of working full-time is knowing that someone
partner's genes create. And deep down, aren't you curious else is taking over your job foteaching everything, whether
whether you're actually fertile or are wasting money on it's values or potty-training, so you've got to pick correctly.
birth control due to some unknown problem?
And yet, you're not even sure that you should feel guilty.
One of the hardest decisions in a professional Didn't you choose this person with care? You spend every
woman's life is if and when to start a family. Mil you moment with your child concerned for their welfare and
really be able to keep working because your pregnancy's happiness, and darn it, they like going somewhere to play
no big deal, or will you wind up on bed rest for months? with other kids all day instead of watching you do the laun

After you have the baby, will you really be able to leave dry. .
after just six weeksto work full-time? Is ittrue that childcare
Or so you may tell yourself. The fact is, on this mod
is so difficult to find that it may not be possible? There are ern date, if we feel like we want to be stay-at-home moms,
no magical answers to these questions, because every we're concerned that we were "brainwashed" by some ne
woman is so different, physically and culturally.
farious misogynistic party intent on holding us back, or
In my own experience, pregnancy often made me someone will say that we're "wasting our talents." Or,
tired, but not so much I couldn't study. If I were at work all heaven forbid, people will think we're flat-out stupid or
day, however, I wo uld have wanted to nap on my lunch couldn't cut it. At the same time, if we go back to work,
hour, if possible. However, I gave my Moot Court presen someone may say that we're abandoning our child to a
tation a week before my due date, and never really felt stranger, or imply that we are unfeeling, ambitious at all
hindered physically (unless you count all the crying).
costs- which of course are costs to the child.
I didn't go back to school during the day until my
It's hard to succeed when you have a little voice in
daughter was 7 months old, which is also when she started the background telling you that it really doesn't matter if
going to a babysitter. My neighbor, who is a PR rep and you do. Men are expected all their lives to go to work ev
had her 2nd child when I had mine, told me that she didn't ery day, no matter what. While arrangements can be made
want to return to her job now that she had two children, if they want to be the stay-at home parent, it's still not very
while the lure of work was irresistible after her first. A common. Women, on the other hand, have the weight of
pregnant lawyer I know informed me that her husband that choice hanging around and whispering in their ear
didn't know it, & her firm didn't either, but she was only whenever they are afraid to try, "It's a noble thing to do to
going to work part-time after the baby was born.
give up your career for your children."
Realistically, she may be fired for demanding a de
So is it fear, brainwashing, or your own free choice?
crease in her hours unless she is on very good terms with Are you in a position to judge? No matter what you do,
the partners. And she can't look to the Americans with there will be sacrificesthat impact your career and homelife.
Disabilities Act for help, since pregnancy isn't a disability. No matter what you think is right, there are people out
Firing someone for pregnancy in general isn't considered there who agree with your position and people who hate it.
to be sexual discrimination either, as long as the employer As "modern" women, whatever we do about becoming
picks something like your request for less hours, or time parents is okay whenever we do it, and that's the extent of
off for frequent doctor's visits as a reason.
the rules. You have to find what works for you and realize
In order to get legal experience last summer, I took a that there may never be a "right time." And go ahead with
job that insisted on a full-time commitment even though I your plans anyway.

A Call to Serve: Making a Pitch for Including
Public Interest in Your Job Search

BY ANGELA HSU

By now, anyone who has ever shown up for a class
or two has noticed that the frenzy of the Fall Interview
Program has come upon our school. Everywhere you turn,
you see little pockets of black suited pre-lawyers rushing
from class to interview, interview to class. Sit in the soft
lounge long enough and you will surely hear that John
Smith has a whopping three interviews that day and he
doesn't know how he will make it to his Evidence class.
Or maybe you'll catch Jane Doe cry, "He got a callback
from WHERE? But he's such a loser!" I know I've had
my share of nosy students ask me how my own inter
views are going only to talk my ear off about the number
of interviews they've been offered. And let us not forget
about the interviews themselves. Trying to sell yourself
in twenty minutes is a frustrating task, especially when
all the interviewer really needs is a copy of your tran
script to know if you're a "good fit." There is no doubt
that fall interview time is an anxiety-ridden and ego-al
tering experience for every participant.
All is not lost, however, for the student who wishes
to avoid the hype. Public interest positions offer a plethora
of benefits that the average law student might overlook.
Here are two important things to consider before decid
ing that law firm life is your destiny.
Quality of Life
Public interest positions allow you to enjoy a ful

filling life outside of work because the hours are much
more reasonable. Some first-year law firm associates work
up to twelve hours a day and a few hours on the weekends
as well. Most public interest places hold regular nine-tofive hours. That means more time to be with your family.
You will not be out of the loop with your friends because
you can actually make plans to see them. You can perfect
your golf swing or that tennis serve because you will see
the light of day.
It's true that you could probably make more money
at a private law firm than at a public interest agency, espe
cially if you are a summer intern. However, working in a
public interest agency does not necessarily mean that you
are going to five in poverty. The law school offered$95,000
in public interest grants to students last year and there are
fellowships available for law school graduates as well.
Students can work in one of GW's renowned legal clinics
over the summer for credit. Some programs even have loan
forgiveness benefits. One only needs tocheckout the wealth
of opportunities in Noteworthy and the Public Interest
Committee's Memorandum to students to see that the ad
ministration is committed to ensuring that all students who
want to work in public interest can afford to work in pub
lic interest.
Work Satisfaction

Working in public inter est can be mor e satisfyin g

than working in a private law firm
because many public interest firms operate with
the mission to further a particular social cause. Last
summer, students who received grants worked on ev
erything from civil rights to environmental issues. This
might be more meaningful to you than trying to figure
out how a corporate client can escape liability on a con
tract. You w ill enjoy your work more if you feel that
you are making a contribution to society.
Public interest work also allows you to experi
ence all aspects of the law. Because agencies are often
short-staffed, you will not be relegated to doing research
in the library all summer long. Rather, you will do work
that directly influences people. Each year, students help
poor immigrants apply for citizenship and victims of
domestic violence petition for restraining orders. In
neighborhood legal clinics, students work directly with
clients in ensuring that they receive quality legal advo
cacy. This type of hands-on work allows you to develop
your skills as a lawyer. But more importantly, you will
experience higher work satisfaction knowing that you
are directly affecting someone's life in a positive way.
Whatever the reason, don't limit your job search
to private law firms just because the rest of your cohorts
are doing so Think about the kind of career that will be
most fulfilling to you and commit to that vision.
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AU Law's Career Center Strikes Back
Dear Editor:
In your September 14, 1999 edition you published
an opinion article called "The Truth is Out There (But it's
hard to find) American University Law Grads Don't Get
Jobs". I enjoyed the reference to the "X Files" but found
the rest of the opinion disturbing. In seeking "the truth"
the author misrepresented, misconstrued, and, in a few
instances, fabricated information to make his point.
As the Director ofthe Office of Career Services(OCS)
at American University Washington College of Law(WCL),
I would be remiss if I did not address the author's premise
that our school and the career services office do not sup
port or care about our students' job searches. The author
also used innuendo to suggest that our students' were un
successful in finding employment (the title even makes
that claim).
His suggestions are clearly without merit. The ac
tual numbers reflect more accurately the success WCL
graduates have in the working world and how OCS works
to bring alumni and students together.
To begin, the author has indicated that he developed
a survey of his fellow classmates and conducted his own
survey at least nine months after graduation. I do not know
how he was able to track his classmates down, how many
surveys were returned, or what statistical methodology he
used.
The methodology the law school uses is similar to, if
not the same as, methodology used by every law school in
the country. We survey our graduates extensively over a
nine-month period and report our results to the American
Bar Association, the National Association for Law Place
ment, and other organizations such as the Princeton Re
view and Newsweek. For the Class of 1998, we had a re
turn rate of 98%. We based our employment statistics on
the results of these surveys and found that 96% of these

graduates were employed nine months after graduation.
This information was broken down further: 43% were
employed in the "private sector", 24% in the government
(federal, state or local), 13% in "business and industry",
10% in judicial clerkships, 8% in "public interest", and
2% in academic positions.
The career services office at WCL has five career
counselors with JDs and practice experience. One coun
selor even practiced in a large firm in New York before
coming to Washington. This allows our students to speak
with actual lawyers about the practice before embarking
on their career search. The career office recruitment pro
gram has increased by 50% over the past two years and
our recent employment rate puts us among the best law
schools in the country.
The author made a few other references that I would
like to address. First, he indicated that we fail "miser
ably" in the number of our students' who find jobs in the
public interest. Yet 8% of the Class of 1998 took public
interest positions, much higher than the national average
of 2.6% as reported by the National Association for Law
Placement and the National Association for Public Inter
est Law (NAPIL). We ha ve hosted three NAPIL confer
ences and have three staff members who were public inter
est lawyers before coming to career services.
Second, he suggests that OCS has no contacts with
alumni. We had 25 alumni conduct mock interviews for
students, 35 alumni come to lunch with first year students
during our "Career Day for 1L s" program in January and
over 20 alumni do practice-specific presentations. These
numbers reflect only those programs offered by OCS and
not the myriad of other programs sponsored by other law
school offices. In addition, members of the OCS staff con
duct personalized outreach visits to alumni and other law
yers in various fields including government attorneys, pri

vate sector attorneys, public interest attorneys and advo
cates, and corporate counsel.
Third, the author suggests that WCL graduates re
ceive low pay. The median salary of the Class of 1998 was
$42,500. The median salary for all law school graduates
in 1998 was $45,000. Even though 18% of our graduates
obtain highly sought-after judicial clerkships and public
interest positions which are often lower paid than jobs in
the private sector, we are close to the median range for all
law school graduate salaries. But the author criticizes the
law school for not having enough graduates accept public
interest positions (which has been disproved) while at the
same time lamenting the average salary of WCL gradu
ates.
Finally, the author accused me of"keeping jobs away
from WCL students." Clearly this statement doesn't make
sense. If my performance is measured by how many WCL
graduates are employed, why would Istrive to prevent their
employment?
I was surprised that your publication chose to print
this article without seeking confirmation of the numbers.
I understand and respect the author's free speech rights,
but even the most casual reader would find the contradic
tions and inconsistencies in his assertions.
I am proud of the OCS staff at American University
Washington College of Law. Staff members are
hardworking, dedicated, and caring individuals who take
their jobs seriously. I personally have not worked with a
better group of individuals and I resent any implications
that this author makes to the contrary.
Sincerely,
K. Jill Barr, J.D.
Director, Office of Career Services
American University, Washington College of Law

Coffee, Metro, and a Top Ten List

Now that I am in my fourth week as
a 1L evening student at GW Law School, I
feel compelled to summarize my early im
pressions of life as a "rookie." Although I
continue to wrestle with citing cases and
terms like promissory estoppel and res ipsa
loquitur haunt my soul, I have slowly be
gun to catch on. I now realize that I no
longer need a 3-page, single-spaced case
brief complete with every detail and nuanc
e.
I now understand how important it is to
check the pocket part in the Southern Di
gest before going astray with a wrong an
swer for a Legal Research & Writing as
signment. But there is still one part of my
initial law school experience I have yet to
conquer - the Blue Book.
When one opens the Blue Book, one
immediately discovers that this publication
is assembled by the collective genius of edi
tors from Columbia, Harvard, University of
Pennsylvania and Yale Law School Jour
nals and Reviews. Ah, I immediately think
of the 170+ LSAT scorers, the class vale
dictorians and the future Supreme Court
justices. This must be a well-organized and
functional piece of legal literature. And yet
after about the first page or two, I find my
self saying, "Huh?" Just as I begin to feel
comfortable with "shepardizing" and am
grasping concepts in both Torts and Con
tracts, I find myself humbled by this little
but vital blue book. Maybe brilliance and
common sense are oxymorons for editors
at these law schools, I silently swear to
myself. Or maybe the individuals who cre
ated this document are so intelligent that
they can actually understand the logic and
organization of this confusing and disor
ganized publication. Maybe one day I will
conquer this book and be able to find where
and how to cite any legal authority. Maybe
one day I won't be a "rookie" anymore.
Another part of my new legal experi

ence is that I have discovered both the plea
sure and utility of coffee. For 32 years of
my life, I have consumed very little coffee
and effectively swore it off as a breakfast
beverage. Now after long nights of wres
tling with unfamiliar Latin terms and try
ing to grasp who the"cheapest cost avoider"
is in every torts case, I find myself stum
bling to the coffee pot every morning at work
with the other caffeine-dependent souls. I
can now pound coffee with the best of them.
Caffeine is my friend.
An additional discovery for me inmy
quest for legal knowledge is one of the true
subcultures in this great nation's capital Metro riders. After living in the quiet, shady,
white-picket fence suburbs of Virginia for
the last six years, I had become accustomed
to driving my car everywhere. Metro? Not
for me, I swore. After determining that my
commute from my job in Centreville to the
GW Law School would take approximately
1-2 weeks on Route 66 at 5:00 PM every
night, I bou ght my first Metro Card in six
years! And now I am a believer. The ability
to sit on the orange line and slug through
Contracts and Torts cases while watching
those poor suckers stuck on Rte. 66 gives
me great pleasure. I laugh mockingly at my
fellow suburbanites from inside the safe con
fines of t he Metro car.
My fellow Metro riders are a unique
crew. For those of you who have never been
on the Friday evening 9:00 PM train from
D.C. to the suburbs, I highly recommend it.
As best as I c an tell, there are three main
groups of people riding this train, each a
decade apart from the rest. First, you have
your "Partner Wannabes." They are the clas
sic attorney/businessmen in their early 40s
with the pin-stripe suits who are striving to
achieve partnership. Their receding hair
lines, baggy eyes, and Wall Street Journals
readily give them away. And by Friday

evening, they have reached new pinnacles
of exhaustion. The train sometimes looks
like soldiers returning from the frontlines
of World War II filled with weary, embattled,
bleary-eyed foot soldiers of the corporate
world, one step away from greatness, try
ing to get home to their families after their
fifth straight 12-hour day.
Another group is your "post happy
hour" 30-somethings. After work, they have
assembled at a local watering hole and
thrown down beers while making fun of
their poor bossestrying to makepartner. But
they are riding the 9:00 PM Metro train
because their spouses are at home with the
young ones and they know they'll catch hell
if they come home any later. They are the
loud and boisterous ones on the train.
They're laughing and joking about their
jobs, making fun of their bosses and trying
to rekindle the fun theyenjoyed in the great
est decade of them all - the 1980s (no bias
on my part of course!)
And, alas, the final and most alien
contingent of riders on the Metro - what I
like to call the "Metal" riders. They are so
titled because they are the teens and twentysomethings whose bodies are riddled with
metallic objects. Their ears, noses, lips,
tongues, belly buttons and God-knows what
other body parts are pierced. As I look at
this odd collection of ruffians, Iwonder how
they get past the metal detectorsin their high
schools. Do schools have baskets next to
the walk-through turnstiles like they do at
the airports where they can deposit their
body jewelry? They also wear T-shirts with
odd names on them like"Sugar Ray", "Limp
Bizkit" and "Cherry Poppin' Daddies." I
can only assume that these are new specials
at Bob's Big Boy. And to think I actually
had a junior associate at work tell me a few
weeks ago I was "out of touch." HA!
Returning then to life at GW Law

BY KEVIN STACK
School, I have now come to accept that
confusion, chaos and a lack of sleep are
now parts of my daily existence. Metro,
coffee, my new knowledge of the Latin
language and rambling dicta from Justice
Cardozo keep me going. For my fellow
classmates and all other students here who
have suffered through this same chaos and
confusion, I don't pretend to speak for any
of you. I can only relay my thoughts and
feelings. I feel as though I can summa
rize my lessons learned from the first four
weeks into a Top Ten list that hopefully
you will find amusing and in some way
similar to your own thoughts and feelings
as well.
1. Never wear a "Republicans Rule" TShirt in Professor Turley's class.
2. Realize that the Iliad makes a lot more
sense than your Blue Book.
3. Don t tell Professor Wilmarth that Jus
tice Cardozo
is your
hero.
4. Always remember to check the pocket
part
first!
5. Get to the library early on Saturday
mornings. The digest and reporter aisles
begin to look like the blue-light special
aisles in KMART by 11:00 AM.
6. Don t bring any visitors into Professor
Turley's class who are overly sensitive or
suffer from any type of heart condition.
7. Never tell Professor Wilmarth to
"lighten up a little" or "lose the tie."
8. Realize early on in your legal career
that you don t have to list al
l 35 plaintiff's
names on an assigned LR&W assignment.
9. Join the Environmental Law S ociety
and stop being a "Free Rider." (My Turley
classmates
will
understand.)
10. Accept the three big "Cs" in your life
- Chaos, Confusion and Caffeine.
There are really no other feelings
that can compare to being hyperactive and
incoherent!
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What is yet another lame legal thriller, Alex?
One of the problems with being a law student is
that when you watch a television show or a movie that
depicts any law-type scene, we know that, more times than
not, the writer gets it wrong. This started with Perry Ma
son—how can one lawyer win so many times? And
wouldn't the constantly losing prosecutor been fired, or
not re-elected? This pattern continued with such shows as
Matlock and L.A. Law. Don't get me wrong—I like all of
these shows, but now I watch them with a different per
spective. Recently, things have been looking better. Shows
like Law & Order and The Practice seem pretty realistic.
And I loved The People vs. Larry Flynt. So I was some
what excited about DOUBLE JEOPARDY, the first bigscreen legal thriller of the season. It had two fine actors in
Tommy Lee Jones and Ashley Judd. Furthermore, accord
ing to the trailers, the story revolved around a Constitu
tional amendment. Unfortunately, this tepid thriller should
have been declared a mistrial before post-production.
Judd plays Libby Parsons, the rich wife of some
business executive. They have a big house on the lake in
the Pacific Northwest, and a super-cute little boy. Well,
things must not be all that rosy in the land of Starbucks,
because it looks like Libby decided to test out her new Crate
& Barrel cutlery set on her husband, Nick. Libby is con
victed of murder and is sent to prison. While in prison,
she finds out that her supposedly dead husband is shack
ing up with Libby's best friend in San Francisco. When
she finds out that her husband has framed her, so gets a
might angry, AKA Linda Hamilton in Terminator 2. She

starts buffing up, all in the name of sweet r evenge. This sion. There were no surprises waiting here.
Back to the whole legal premise. Now, I'm not a
revenge is fueled by an interesting legal premise. It seems
that she can now really kill her husband because of the lawyer yet, but it seems odd that the law would allow Judd
double jeopardy clause of the 5"1 Amendment, which says to kill her husband without any penalty. That seems like a
that she can't be tried twice for the same offense. This really big legal loophole. But I'm not the expert, so I'm
going to go tosomeone
appears to be incorrect
who is. In the next in
legal reasoning, but I'll
stallment of "Shouts",
get back to that later.
I amgoing to interview
Aftgr six years
my Crim. Pro. profes
in the big house, Libby
sor, Professor Mary
gets sent to a halfway
Cheh, about the legal
house, run by parole of
foundation of Double
ficer Travis Lehman,
Jeopardy, and what
played by T.L. Jones.
would really happen in
Libby is going to find
this situation.
her non-deceased hus
Jones and
band, and old Travis
Judd do a decent job,
ain't going to stop her.
considered they did not
So Libby escapes, and
have a lotto work with.
Travis starts the chase.
Wait, I'm having a "Recycled Plot" flashback. Hasn't T.L. I'll never get tired of Jones' unique brand of sarcasm. And
Jones done this chase thing before? First it was Harrison Judd is real easy on the eyes. But when you drive an entire
Ford in The Fugitive, then Wesley Snipes in U.S. Mar movie with a legal premise that is shaky at best, and down
shals, now Ashley Judd. At least Ford played a doctor and right incorrect at worst, you're going to have trouble pull
Snipes played a NSAagent; they had some advantages over ing it out of the gutter. Watching Double Jeopardy is not
old T.L.. But Judd? She's a rich housewife. Clearly, she cruel and unusual punishment, but I wouldn't recommend
Grade: C+
should have been no match for T.L.. But then there it.
wouldn't be a movie. The movie continues with this pro
longed chase towards the predictable climax and conclu

Shouts from
the Balcony
by Matthew Geller

(ddfrenctacSf dddeily
Dear Brenda and Kelly,

him or study so you don't wind up the most educated
worker at McDonald's. Why bother? There are plenty of
fish in the sea. You're young. Go fishing!

Do long distance relationships work? Ever since
I came to law school, things with my boyfriend in New
York have been strained to say the least. When I don 1
Dear Brenda and Kelly,
see him, I think about what he's doing, what he's wear
ing, if he still loves me, etc. When he comes down to
Between bar reviews and trying to get all of my
visit me, I find myself wanting to entertain him but hav reading done, I'm having trouble making it to all of my
ing to study too. I don t know what to do. Can this work? classes. I've heard that it doesn t really make much of a
Signed Miserable Mary
difference as long as you keep up with the reading. What
do you think?
K: You came to the right place! I have been main
taining (or trying to maintain) a long distance relation
B: When I was a 1L, I learned that there are just
ship since last year. Even tougher: my boyfriend is also some classes that youcan skip and still geta decent grade.
in law school. My advice is to make some choices. If Notice that I didn't use the word, "stellar." The truth of
you know he's coming down to visit, spend some time the matter is, going to class can only help you. You can
getting your reading done before the weekend. Skip figure out what the professor thinks is so important that
bar review and get all of your homework done on Thurs it'll probably show up on yourfinal. And you don't want
day night. By the time your boyfriend gets here, you to be the kid who no one recognizes on final exam day
can enjoy the weekend together. It's tough, but I think because it's the first time they've seen you. But if you're
that successful long distance relationships always re going to skip, watch who you ban. It might zhaf you in
quire some sacrifices from both individuals. Of course, the butt! But don't worry about the classes that seem
I'll let you know if my boyfriend and I are still together mellow.
by the time I graduate!
K: I know you will all think I'm the biggest nerd
B: I, too, have experience with long distance re but I went to almost every class my first year. And did it
lationships and all I can say is, get out now! Okay, I help? Was it the one thing that separated me from all of
know you might be in love with the guy but you are my other classmates? Ummm...no. But it didn't hurt
really inviting misery into your life. Law school is a either. I guess I'm still not cool enough to ditch school.
long three years. Depending on where he lives, you It's certainly true, however, that some classes are more
will see him only a few times each semester. And when important to attend than others. So, a little advice to the
you DO see him, you will have to make that painful lLs: don't worry if you get pierced or if you lose cottrol,
decision of whether or not you should hang out with but never, never lose sight of the raven.
It

fyQrc/e to Curette/a amcl ddoedy anth your concerns,
aMaotette&J clruy frro/denUj amyt/uny you /the, and
you're /achy, theae two- Aifedterd may even reafeondf

STUDENT GROUPS!
Let Nota Bene work for you. A dvertise your meetings in our upcoming issues!
Call 676-3970

The Writing CenterOpen For Business
BY MATTHEW GELLER

Staff Writer

Steven D. Schwinn, Associate Director of the Legal
Research And Writing Program, wants the GW Law com
munity to understand one thing about the two-year-old
Writing Center—it's not just for lLs who are struggling
in their first-year writing class.
"A common misconception of the Writing Center is
that it is only for students who need remedial assistance
with their writing," said Schwinn. In reality, the Writing
Center, located in Burns 510, is available to all students,
from the struggling 1L who wants to unlock the mysteries
of the Bluebook, to the international LLM student who
wants to master the use of the semicolon.
According to Schwinn, "the Writing Center is for
anybody, and for eveiybody."
The Writing Center takes a "holistic" approach to
the writing process. "We do not just act as a tutorial,"
stated Schwinn. "We will help a student at the beginning
of the writing process, when he or she just has an idea. We
assist the student in flushing out the idea, and coming up
with organizational framework."
Students can also receive support on a completed
written product. "The Center can assist with all facets of
the finished product—citation, grammar, and style," said
Schwinn. They will not do the writing for you, but the
Center will show the student how to go about putting to
gether a polished written product.
Schwinn also wants to point out that the Center is
not just for brief and memo writing. You can bring any
written product to the Center for assistance, be it a re
sume, cover letter, or writing sample. The Center works
in conjunction with the Career Development Office in this
regard, but there is a division of responsibility.
"Whereas, the CDO is more equipped to handle the
substance of a resume or cover letter, the Writing Center
can assist with the actual style of the product," said
Schwinn.
One area of assistance that upperciassmen may find
particularly interesting is that the Writing Center will even
help students with take-home finals and research papers
that serve as the final grade. The Center will offer its host
of services in these situations, as long as the professor has
not barred the use of the Writing Center.
Additionally, according to Professor Schwinn, the

See WRITING page 8
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Jacob Burns Law Library News
Computer News
Laptop outlets in the Library
Watch for the laptop outlets to become active soon.
The signs next to the ports will be updated as the ports
become available. A faulty piece of hardware had delayed
the start date for this new service.
Four of the laptops available at the Circulation Desk
can be used at these outlets. If you have a laptop but no
ethernet card, the Library's Circulation Desk will also of
fer six ethernet cards that will circulate for two hour peri
ods.
Since there is a limited num
ber of both laptops and ethernet
cards, the Library strongly encour
ages purchasing your own equip
ment.

A Reminder about Law
School E-mail
Have you taken a look at your
new Law School e-mail account?
These accounts, which have been
created for all current GW law stu
dents, provide unique access to
school announcements, course infor
mation, and, of course, web-based
e-mail.
You can reach your account
from any location with web access
by following these steps :
1. Point your web browser (such as Netscape) to go
to the Law School web page (http://www.law.gwu.edu):
2.Click on the icon for "GW Law Student E-mail
Access."
3 Enter your Username and Password at the prompts
and click on "Login." (Your username is the first segment
of your computer lab username and your password is the
same as the one you use in the computer lab.) Your new
Law School e-mail address will follow the pattern:
username@law.gwu.edu
The Law School e-mail system is a convenient way
to keep upto date on law school announcements and events.
With this in mind, you are encouraged to use your new
Law School e-mail account as your primary account by
forwarding e-mail received by your other accounts to the
Law School e-mail account.
If you strongly prefer to use another e-mail account
as your primary account, feel free to forward your Law
School e-mail to theother account byclicking on the"Email
Forwarding" and informing the system where to send your
e-mail. Also, if you prefer to access your Law School email account through an e-mail program (such as Eudora,
Pegasus, or Microsoft Outlook), you may do so by setting
"mail.law.gwu.edu" as the IMAP and SMTP hosts.
NOTE : If you have filled out an ID Request form
for an email address, you will get an account within two
weeks of the application.

And a Warning about WebMail, in
General
If you use WebMail to access your e-mail account
(such as the Law School's e-mail accounts and the
University's GWIS2 e-mail accounts), you should remem
ber to exit or close the web browser (such as Netscape
Navigator/Communicator or Microsoft Internet Explorer)
after logging out of your e-mail account. Although log
ging out of the e-mail account closes the session, only by
closing the web browser do you ensure that your e-mail
information is cleared from the computer's memory. This

step is especially important at any workstation to which
multiple users have access, whether at home, at work, or
at school. In the Law Library, this entails closing Netscape
after logging out of your e-mail account when using the
terminals on Lower Level 1, and making sure that you
logout when you are finished using a computer in one of
the labs.

Library Research SessionsFall 1999
If you are interested in sharpening or extending your
research skills, the Jacob Burns
Law Library invites you to attend
one or more of its Fall 1999 Library
Research Programs. Sessions will
be taught by reference librarians,
who will discuss and demonstrate
a variety of print and electronic re
search sources.
Enrollment for each of these
classes is limited. Please use the
sign up sheets at the Reference
Desk on the first floor of t he Li
brary or send an e-mail message to
the instructor listed for the
program(s) you wish to attend. If
space limitations prevent you from
attending a particular session, the
Library will try to schedule a re
peat of the program at a later date.
Where in the World? An International Law Re
search Primer
Date: Thursday, October 7, 1999
Time: 1-1:50pm
Location: LL102
Instructor: Herb Somers, Foreign/International Law
Librarian, hsomers@burns.nlc. gwu.edu
Patent Searching Online
Date: Thursday, October 7, 1999
Time: l-2:30pm
Location: SL110 (Stockton Cellar in the Library)
Instructor: Leonard Klein, Intellectual Property Li
brarian, lklein@burns.nlc.gwu.edu
Researching the Legislative History of Federal En
vironmental Statutes
Date: Tuesday, October 19, 1999
Time: l:30pm-2:30pm
Location: SL110 (Stockton Cellar in the Library)
Instructor: Germaine Leahy, Head of Reference/
Environment Librarian, gleahy@burns.nlc.gwu.edu
Where in the World? An International Law Re
search Primer
Date: Thursday, October 21, 1999
Time: 2-3pm
Location: SL110 (Stockton Cellar in the Library)
Instructor: Herb Somers, Foreign/International Law
Librarian, hsomers@burns.nlc.gwu.edu

The Oral Argument Schedule:
The schedule of oral arguments to be heard by th e
Court during the current term can be found on Cornell
Law School's Legal Information Institute web site. The
address is:
http://sunct.law.corneII.edu/supct/
oct99argtoc.htm
Northwestern University's Oyez Project also pro
vides a schedule of oral arguments. The address is: http:/
/www.medill.nwu.edu/docket/cases.srch
Case names link to a discussion of questions and
issues presented in each case.
Biographical Information on the Justices:
Biographies of current justices are available from
Cornell Law School's Legal Information Institute at the
following address:
http://supct.law.corneIl.edu/supct/justices/
fullcourt.html
Biographical information on past justices ofthe Court
can be found at:
http://supct.law.cornell.edu/supct/cases/
judges.htm
Northwestern provides the biographies of the cur
rent justices at: http://oyez.nwu.edu/justices/justices.cgi
Copies of Recent Opinions:
Cornell provides the full text of Supreme Court de
cisions from May 1990 tothe present. The address is: http:/
/supct.law.corne!l.edu/supct
Northwestern's site contains summaries of all cases
on the Court's 1999-2000 docket, as well as links to the
full text of related decisions. The web siteaddress is: http:/
/www.medi!l.nwu.edu/docket/cases.srch
News Stories:
Cornell provides afree e-mail current awareness ser
vice. Liibulletin contains the syllabi of U.S. Supreme Court
decisions within hours of their release by the Court. Infor
mation on how to subscribe to the bulletin can be found at:
http://www.law.cornelI.edu/focus/bulletins.html
The FindLaw web site also offers a free e-mail ser
vice which delivers abstracts of recent U.S. Supreme Court
opinions to subscribers. The address is: http://
www.findlaw.com/casecode/supreme.html
The FindLaw site provides links to other sites which
report on the activities of the Court. These sites include:
•Supreme Court News at FindLaw
•Supreme Court Summaries from Lawyers Weekly
•Supreme Court News from CNN
•Supreme Court News from the New York Times
(includes coverage, docket, biographical information on
Justices, Q & A column with Linda Greenhouse)
•Supreme Court News and Resources from the Wash
ington Post
•Inside the Supreme Court from ABC News

Feeling Overwhelmed by the
Bluebook?

For a practical introduction to the "Bible" of le gal
citation, join librarians Herb Somers and Leonard Klein
for the library research session, "Taking the Blues Out of
the Bluebook" on Thursday, November 4, l-2pm in
SL110, Stockton Cellar in the Library.
Topics covered include: finding and applying
Bluebook rules; the Bluebook asa source for abbreviations;
The 1999-2000 term of the U.S. Supreme Court be how to cite online materials; and aids to understanding
gins Monday, October 4, 1999. A number of web sites pro and using the Bluebook. Any student interested in becomvide useful information about the Court:

Locating Information about
the U.S. Suprme Court on
the Web

Time it Running Out! Write for Nota Bene
Our next iuuc will be out: Monday, October 18,1999
deadline for submissiom is Thursday, October 14
Questions? call 102-676-^879
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LEGAL CLINICS

From the Immigration
Clinic...
BY: PROFESSOR A LBERTO MAN UEL
BENITEZ AND JENNIFER CHA

Do you need a green card? Or does
someone you know need one? Then read
this article carefully. Eveiy year since 1986
Congress has authorized the Diversity Visa
("DV") program, commonly known as the
"lottery". The DV program give citizens
of almost every foreign nation (EX
CLUDED from eligibility are citizens of
Canada, the Peoples' Republic of China,
except Hong Kong S.A.R.., Colombia, the
Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Haiti,
India, Jamaica, Mexico, the Philippines,
Poland, South Korea, Taiwan, the United
Kingdom and its dependent territories, ex
cept Northern Ireland, and Vietnam. But
see the eligibility requirements below.) an
opportunity to win the lottery,with the prize
potentially being lawful permanent resi
dence, i.e., a green card, in the United
States. This program is especially useful
for persons who lack the option of immi
grating to the U.S. through the standard
family or employment categories. The DV
program for fiscal year 2001 ("DV-200r)
has arrived.
ELIGIBILITY

To be eligible to apply the applicant
must be able to claim nativity in an eligible
nation. Nativity is typically determined by
the applicant's place of birth, but if a per
son was born in an ineligible country but
her/his spouse was born in an leigible coun
try such a person can claim the spouse's
country of birth rather than her or his own.
Also, if a person was born in an ineligible
country but neither of her/his parents was
born there or resided there at the time of
birth, such a person may be able to claim
nativity in one of the parents' countries of
birth.
The applicant must also satisfy the
program's education or training require
ments, which are (1) a high school educa
tion or its equivalent, OR (2) two years of
work experience within the past five years
in a occupation requiring at least two years
of training or experience to perform.

fers from their country of birth
4. If any exist, the name, date, and
place of birth of a spouse or children
5. Full mailing address (telephone
number is strictly optional, but very use
ful)
6. Photograph (1.5 sq. in. in dimen
sion and recent; preferably less than six
months old) that should be attached to the
entry with clear plastic tape
7. signature
All of this should be sent in an enve
lope that must be between six and ten inches

Do you need a green
card? Or does someone
you know need one?
long and 3 Vi and 4 Vi inches wide. Please
do not send any postcards or envelopes in
side express or oversized mail packets. In
the upper left hand corner of the envelope,
applicants should include their name and
full address. The country of nativity as well
as tire c ountry of the address must be in
cluded, even if they are the same. Please
mail all application entries to the follow
ing address:
DV-2001 Program
National Visa Center
Portsmouth, NH
The zip code is dependent upon the
native country of the applicant. Please se
lect one of the following zip codes accord
ingly:
Asia: 00210
South America/Central America/
Caribbean: 00211
Europe: 00212
Africa: 00213
Oceania: 00214
North America: 00215

Selection as a DV-2001 winner does
not guarantee lawful permanent residence.
It is merely the first of a two-step process.
The winning applicant must still satisfy
HOW TO APPLY
the statutory and discretionary require
ments as established in the Immigration
It is absolutely necessary that the en
& Nationality Act ("INA"). The selec
tries be received between noon (Eastern
tion of winners is random, and chosen ap
time) on Monday, October 4,1999 and noon
plicants will be notified by mail anytime
(Eastern time) on Wednesday, November 3,
between April and July 2000. There are
1999. Any entries that are received before
55,000 green cards available through the
or after these dates will result in disqualifi
DV-2001 program, yet the National Visa
cation, without regards to postmark. There
Center receives between seven and eight
is no formal application format. Applicants
million qualified entries every year for the
should use a plain sheet of paper and write
DVprogram. Therefore, selected applicants
or type, in the English alphabet, the fol
are advised to complete the INA's eligibil
lowing information:
ity requirements as quickly as possible.
1. Full name, with the last name un
For further details, an applicant can
derlined (last name, first name)
call (202) 33Y-7199, fax Consular Affairs
2. Date of birth (Day, Month, Year)
at (202) 647-3000 (code 1103) or look for
and place of birth (City/town, District/
information on the Internet at http://
County/Province, Country)
3. Applicant's native country if it dif as the country of the address must be in-

C\inice\ Thie ie your p age!
If you would like to be f eatured on this page,
please contact
Heather Fish, 3 i Pay, or call our office a t
(202) 676-3379.

Professor Alberto Manuel Benitez in his GtV Office

The Consumer Mediation
Clinic: The First and Only
BY PRO FESSOR CA ROL IZUMI
Our law school has beenin the van the parties to help them review the his
guard of institutions integrating alterna tory and status of their interaction, nar
tive dispute resolution into the legal cur row issues, understand each party's per
riculum. We included
spective, develop and nar
courses in Negotiations and
row options, and craft mu
Mediation almost two de
tually agreeable resolu
cades ago. A glance at our
tions. Our dispute inven
current bulletin reveals ad
tory runs the gamut of con
ditional offerings in the ar
sumer transactions. Over
eas of environmental and
the past few semesters, stu
international law and in sys
dent mediators have helped
tem design. In 1995 we
parties work out agree
added an LL.M. program in
ments to disputes involv
dispute resolution.
ing: garments lost or dam
Consistent with that tradition, the aged by dry cleaners; credit card billing
Consumer Mediation Clinic of George errors; used c ar warranty coverage; new
Washington University Law School has automobile retail installment contract
the distinction of being the first lawschool terms; student loan accounting; incom
mediation clinic in the country and the plete or erroneous mail orders, work per
only clinicof its kind among the six Wash formed by home improvement contrac
ington, D.C. law schools.
tors; telephone billing and se rvice prob
In the late 1970's, Professor lems; landlord/tenant relationships; and
Emeritis Donald Rothschild, who retired defective goods and services.
from the law school faculty in 1989 (his
There are exciting new develop
name graces the research chair now held ments this fall involving the Mediation
by Professor K aren Brown), and Associ Clinic. Current student mediator Robert
ate Dean for Clinical Affairs Eric Sirulnik, Jones (2L) is designing a webpage for the
created the Consumer H-E-L-P Clinics clinic which will describe its mission and
which included programs in Bankruptcy, operation, provide an on-line intake sys
Mediation, Consumer Litigation, and two tem, list referral organizations and agen
student-produced newsletters.
cies, and hyperlink visitors to other con
The Consumer Mediation Clinic re sumer related websites
mains in-house as part of the Jacob Burns
Also, the clinic is involved in pre
Community Legal Clinics; the bankruptcy liminary efforts witha highly regarded lo
component is now offered through Law cal non-profit group to re-establish a com
Students in Court; and consumer litiga munity dispute resolution center in the
tion cases were absorbed into the Civil District of Columbia. This would pro
Litigation Clinic.
vide future opportunities for students to
The Mediation Clinic gives second- participate in a variety of interpersonal
and third-year students a unique opportu co-mediations and gain greater exposure
nity to act as neutral third party facilita to dispute resolution theories and prac
tors of negotiated settlements rather than tices.
as advocates or representatives of a party.
Law school graduate Gina L.
Residents of the metropolitan area Simms ('92), now an Assistant United
become aware of the Mediation Clinic States Attorney working on one of the
from newspaper, radio, and television an Independent Counsel investigations, in a
nouncements, referrals, word-of-mouth, presentation before the 1995 District of
and local g overnment offices. Consum Columbia Judicial Conference entitled,
ers enlist the clinic's free services by call "Do Law Schools Teach What Lawyers
ing the "hotline" number dedicated for Need to Know", stated that her participa
incoming inquiries: (202) 994-7260.
tion in the Consumer Mediation Clinic
Students on duty in the Mediation as a third-year student was "the best ex
Clinic phone room perform intake inter perience in law school" and most valu
views to determine the appropriateness of able in preparing her for law practice. In
mediation and to initiate the dispute reso terested students can learn more about the
lution process. Businesses are then in clinic and apply for spring semester en
vited by letter to participate.
rollment during pre-registration activities
Over the course of the semester, stu in late October.
dent mediators engage in dialogues with
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CLERKSHIPS
FROM PAGE 1
tain classes. In Federal Circuit Court, they will expect you
to know intellectual property. For a clerkship in Delaware
they will ask you about corporations."
White also offered the following tips for those who
wish to pursue judicial clerkships: participate in activities
that will hone research and writing skills, such as Law
Review, Moot Court, and skills boards; consider judicial
internships which are excellent stepping-stones to
clerkships; in addition, be geographically flexible. You
should also be prepared to payfor your own travel expenses.
At GW Law, registration with the Judicial Clerk
ship Committee is the first step in searching for a judicial
clerkship. This year's Committee, which consists of Pro
fessors Maggs (Chair), Renee Lettow, Jonathan Molot,
Dawn Nunziato, Dean Renee DeVigne,Dean John Jenkins,
and CDO Director Nancy Carver and serves to assist stu
dents in obtaining clerkships with judges in both the state
and federal court systems.
The Committee will hold two informational meet
ings this month. The first will be held in the Moot Court
Room on Wednesday, October 13 from 4:00 PM to 5:30
PM. At this meeting, Committee members will discuss
the clerkship application process. The second meeting will
be held on Wednesday, October 27 at the same time, and
will feature recent graduates who will share their experi
ences as clerks. All GW law students are welcome to at
tend. Both meetings will be videotaped and replayed at
8:00 PM on their respective dates in Lerner 202.

ELLIOT FROM P AGE 1
faculty offices were located in buildings throughout the
Foggy Bottom campus.
"Once the move is completed," McCord stated, "we
should be able to locate all our faculty and staff offices in
the same building, in addition to having more classroom
space."
McCord added, "In fact, in the future, I think we
can bring students in more often to the new building and
can concentrate Elliott School classes in one place. I think
that by doing thatwe can create a sense of belonging to the
Elliott School and create a greater sense of identity and
identification with the Elliott School."
He cautioned, "It is early in the process, and we are
still figuring out all the positives of the proposed move."
Plans have not been drawn up yet, but some prelimi
nary discussions call for approximately one-third of the
new building to be used as a residence hall with the re
maining two-thirds used foroffices and as classroom space.
The proposed move was announced to Elliott School

"It sounds like it is going to be a lot of
money. If we get our money's worth,
then I think it will make sense."
-An Elliott Student
students in an article in the Fall 1999 Briefing, the Elliott
School student newsletter. Elliott School students, how
ever, are still learning of the proposed move.
Nota Bene interviewed several students in the Elliott
School to find out their reaction to the proposal.
Student reaction has been mixed to the proposed
move. Some students reacted positively to the news. "I'll
be glad to see some bigger classrooms in the future," stated
one graduate student.
Other students are not as happy. On e graduate stu
dent said, "Why don't they just keep the Elliott School on
campus, closer to where Elliott School classes are being
held. E Street is just too far off campus."
Another student commented,"We're moving? Didn't
they just renovate Stuart [Hall] a couple of years ago?"
In addition to concerns about the scope of the move,
students also are concerned about the costs associated with
the proposed move. "It sounds like it is going to be a lot
of money If we get our money's worth, then I think it will
make sense."
Other students raised concerns about the proposed
configuration of the new building. "How is it going to
work with a residence hall in the same building as offices
and classrooms? It will have to be a really quiet residence
hall," commented one student.
Another graduate student added, "Well, they [law
school students] will get a really nice building."

Judicial
Clerkship
Informational
Meetings
Wednesday, October 1 3, 4:00
The Clerkship Application
Process
Wednesday, October 27, 4:00
Recent Grads Di scuss Their
Clerkship Experience
In the Moot Court Room
Both meetings will be video taped and
replayed on their respective dates at
8.-00 pm In L202

WRITING FROM PAGE5
Center will help students with exam-taking and study-tak
ing techniques. In essence, the Writing Center does more
than just writing—it is like a full-service academic aid
center.
The Center is staffed with approximately seven Writ
ing Fellows, who are 3Ls that have been specially trained
to assist law students. Meetings can be arranged by ap
pointment, but the Center also accepts walk-ins durin
g their
designated office hours. Any student can also ask to speak
to Professor Schwinn, or any other faculty members in the
Legal Research and Writing Program.
Professor Schwinn is attempting to broaden the ho
rizons of the Writing Center. An outreach program is be
ginning to emerge, with Writing Fellows talking to the
large 1L class sections.
Additionally, issue-specific workshops are being
planned for the near future. Finally, some Legal Research
& Writing classes are making trips to the Writing Center
mandatory. All of these programs are attempts to make
the Center more visible to the law school community.
The writing center is open: Monday, 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.; Tuesday, 10:00 a.m
to 1:00p.m. and3:00p.m. to6:00p.m.; Wednesday, 11:00
a.m. to 1:00 p.m. and 3:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.; and Thurs
day, 11:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. and 3:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Appointments and walk-ins are accepted. The Writing
Center is located in Burns 510.

KNOWLEDGE IS GOOD
"Education is that which remains, if one has forgotten every
thing he learned in school."
-Albert Einstein
"Wealth must justify itself in happiness."
-George Santayana
"Doughnuts...is there anything they can't do?"
-Homer Simpson
"The good of the people is the greatest law."
-Cicero

"If you like laws and sausages, you should
never watch either one being made."
-Otto von Bismarck

"The lawyer's truth is not Truth, but Consistency or a consis
tent expediency."
-Henry David Thoreau
"War cannot for a single minute be separated from politics."
-Mao Tse-tung
"You can listen to Mingus and Mahler, but never lose sight of
your shallow pop sensibilities."
-Jonathan S.H. Lee

